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AXISYMMETRIC HARMONIC INTERPOLATION POLYNOMIALS IN RN
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MORRIS MARDEN(!)

ABSTRACT. Corresponding to a given function F(x, p) which is axisym-

netric harmonic in an axisymmetric region OCR    and to a set of n + 1 circles

C    in an axisymmetric subregion AcQ, an axisymmetric harmonic polynomial
B

A (x, p; C ) is found which on the  C   interpolates to F(x, p) or to its partial
B fl B

derivatives with respect to x.  An axisymmetric subregion BcQ is found such

that A (x, p; C ) converges uniformly to F(x, p) on the closure of B.   Also a
B B

A (x, p; x , p ) is determined which, together with its first n partial deriva-

tives with respect to x, coincides with F(x, p) on a single circle (xQ, pQ) inO

and converges uniformly to F(x, p) in a closed torus with (xQ, pQ) as central

circle.

1.  Introduction.   In this paper we study the interpolation of an axisymmetric

harmonic function by means of axisymmetric harmonic polynomials.  We choose

the x-axis as our line of symmetry and use mainly cylindrical coordinates (x, p, <b)

related to rectangular coordinates (x, y,,z) by the equations y = p cos <b, z =

p sin cf> and to spherical coordinates (r, 8, <f>) by the equations x = r cos 8, p =

r sin 8.   By a circle (x,, pk) we mean the circle with the equations x = x,, p »

pk.   Furthermore, we define a region Q to be axisymmetric if (x., p., t^.) £ il

implies that also (xQ, p, <p) £ 0 for all 0 < p < p0 and 0 < cf> < 2a.  We define a

function E to be axisymmetric in Q ii its values E(x, p) in 0 are independent

of cf>.

Specifically, we deal with the following two general problems for a given axi-

symmetric region Í2, a given function F(x, p) axisymmetric harmonic in 0 and

a given set of circles C^ « {(xfc, p^); £ = 0, 1, • • • » a|.

(1)   To find an axisymmetric harmonic polynomial An(x, p; Cn) of degree a

such that

(1.1) A^, pk; dn) = E(xfc, pk),       k = 0, 1, .... a.
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(2) To find two axisymmetric subregions A and B of 0, with closures A C

fl and B C 0, such that, if C^ C A, then h„(x, p; C ) converges to F(x, p) uni-

formly in B.

Such problems may be interpreted as those of determining empirically the ve-

locity potential F\x, p) in an axisymmetric flow of an incompressible fluid.   An

example is that of a liquid or gas which flows from x = - °o in a uniform stream

parallel to the x-axis, but which eventually streams past a smooth axisymmetric

obstacle K.   Region ß is chosen as disjoint from K and its interior.   The values

F(x,, p.) might be found from measurements of the velocity potential taken along

a set of circles C   = Ax,, p,)\ within AC Q, and the interpolating polynomial

A (x, p; C ) would then be sought as satisfying equations (1.1).   The subregions

A and B of Q must then be selected so that A (x, p; C ) would approximate to

the potential F(x, p) uniformly in B to within a prescribed degree of accuracy.

(See also [4, pp. 254-256]; [6, pp. 432-467].)

Our methods for solving the first type of problem involve straightforward al-

gebraic procedures. However, our method for solving the second type of problem

is by use of the Whittaker-Bergman operator [l, pp. 43—57]

(1.2) G(x,y,z)=   JL    f     tg(C,r)rldr,

where Ç = x + (i/2)y(r + r"1) + (l/2)z(r — r"1), which generates a harmonic func-

tion G(x, y, z) as the transform of a function g(£, r) that is holomorphic in Ç

over some region in C and continuous in t tot |r| = 1.   (In general, G(x, y, z) is

complex valued so that its real and imaginary parts are separately harmonic.)  By

this device, we are able to derive some results on harmonic polynomial interpola-

tion in R    analogous to certain results about polynomial interpolation in C.

Finally, by similar methods, we are able to generalize our results to axisym-

metric harmonic functions in R  .

2.  Interpolating polynomial A (x, p; C ).   As an axisymmetric harmonic poly-

nomial, A (x,p; C ) may be written as a linear combination 14, p. 254] of the

zonal harmonics rkPk(x/ r) where Pfe(«) is the Mi degree Legendre polynomial.

As is well known [4, p. 125]

[/V2]

rkPk(x/r)=   Z  (-1>V**-2''2'
7=0

where [k/2] is the largest integer / < k/2 and

y    = [1 . 3 • • • (2* - 2; - lM/IÍA - 2/)!2'].

Substituting r   = x   + p , we define
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Pk(x, p) = rkPk(x/r).

Thus PfSx, p) is an axisymmetric harmonic polynomial which is a homogeneous

function of order k in x and p.   It is an even function of p but is an odd or even

function of x accotding as k is an odd or even integer.   Furthermore, since

P¿(l)= 1, we find P¡(\% 0) = 1 for all  k.   In short we may write

(2.2) An(x, p; dn) = Z AkPk(x, p).
fc=0

The coefficients Ak are to be determined so that Equation (1.1) holds; that is,

so as to satisfy the system

(2.3) Z AkPk(x.,pt) = F(x.,Pj),      ; = 0, 1,
<fc=0

Eliminating the A,   from (2.2) and system (2.3), we obtain for A    the equation

A„(*,p;Cn)   l   PAx,P)      ...   Pn(x,P)

E(x0,p0) 1    P^x^pJ    ...    Pn(xQ,pQ)

F(xj,pj) 1    P1(xl,pl)    ...    P^Xj.pj)(2.4)

\F(xn,pn) 1    PAxn,pn)    ...    Pn(xn,pn)

Using the notation

t2.5) Vidn) = det ||PfcCx., py)||,      /, k = 0, 1, ..., a;

(2.6) v¿x>P>c¿ = lvK\xk,pk)-<x,p)

for k = 0, 1, • • •, a, we solve (2.4) explicitly for A    to obtain

0.

(2.7) A> PÎ Cn> = [ t F(**. P4)vAU p; c„)l/v(c„)

provided that V(Cn) ^ 0.

The restriction V(d ) 4 0 on the choice of the circles dn = Kxfe» pkn im-

plies first that the circles (x,, p.) are distinct.  It implies secondly that the

equations

(2.8) PAx., p) = 0

are not satisfied for any k simultaneously for all / = 0, 1, • • *, «.   Factoring
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pk{u) = y* Il(" -cos «kJ
v=l

and thus

ft

(2.9) PAx, p) = yk u (* - r cos V*'

we may interpret (2.8) as requiring that each circle (x., p) lie on some cone

(2.10) p = x tan a%v

for the same value of  k. Also, for given (x., p.), j = 1, 2, • • •, 22, and given p0,

we may determine the zeros of V(C ) considered as an 22th degree polynomial in

xQ and thereby find possibly additional sets of circles C    which fail to satisfy

the condition V(C ) 4 0.

3.  Special cases.   Let us first consider the case that all the circles degen-

erate into points on the axis of symmetry so that p0 = Pj = • • • = pn = 0.  Since

now rk =xk, we have PXxk, 0) = x^P.(l) = x^ and thus

V(Cn) = 2;U0, Xj, ..., xn),

71

VAx, p; Cn) = £ v.Ax0, ..., xn)P(x, p),

where

(3.1) Ax0, xv ..., xn) =

1     *0     *0

1       Xt      Xj

1    x      xz    ...    x"
72 72 7i

the Vandermonde determinant and v -¡Ax0, Xj, • « «, xn) is the cofactor of x'k in

v(xQ, Xj, ••• ,xn).   Thus

(3.2)
n  rv-Axn,...,x )*|

l"u",;C»,=,SoL^^rrJF<'"0,P'<"A

On the x axis A (x, 0; C ) is found from (3.2) to reduce to the Lagrange inter-

polation polynomial for j(x) = F(x, O).

Let us next examine the special case x^/rQ = Xj/rj = • • • = xnhn = uQ =

cos a when the circles C    lie on the cone r = (x/uQ), but not on any cone (2.10);
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that is, a 4 afcv» v « 1, 2, • • •, k; k « 1, • • •, a.  In this case

Pk(x.,Pi) = rkPk(uQ),

V(dn) = PAuQ)P2(u0) - -. P„(a0)iXr0, rx.rn),

B

V ¿x, p; Cn) = Z Pf*> P)P^0)-" Py.1(«o)
;'=0

Thus,

(,5> A.U « CJ -   Z   [-^-^.JL^J «... .. - a,.

Along a circle on the cone, A (x, x tanjx; C ) is found from (3.3) to reduce to

the Lagrange interpolation polynomial to J (x) = F(x, x tan a).

Finally, let us look into the special case r0 = r. = • • • = r    when all the

circles C"n lie on the sphere x   +p   = rQ.  Since now Pfc(x, p) = r*Pfc(a),

(3.4) V(Cn)=r£(n+1V2det||P fe(a.)||.

Let us write P„(u) = ynu" + 2j~o pnVPv(u). By subtracting from the £th column

of the determinant in (3-4) for each k, suitable linear combinations of the first

(k - l) columns, we may reduce (3.4) to the form

(3.5) V(Cn) = rf^Wy^ - -. ynv(uQ, «,,..., «„).

Similarly

VfcU, p; Cn) = yxy2 ...ynZ yj1^"^"2^
1=0

where

rjk - *V(mo' •••»«„>- /Ay+1y7+1iv/+i.Jk("o' ' ' ' ' an)!'

Thus
B

Ab(x' P' Cn) "    ^    [r0V("0' " " ' "b^" lf,feF(x/i' P*)P,(x' P''
;,*=0

Along a circle on the sphere r=rQ, An(x, p; C ) reduces to the Lagrange inter-

polation polynomial for JAx) = F(x, L»q - x ] ' ■).
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4.  Integral representations for A-n(x, p; Cn).  In view of the Laplace formula

for Legendre polynomials,

(4.1) PAx, p) = ifTo(x + ip cos t)k dt,

we may rewrite (2.2) in the form

(4.2) An(x, p; Cj^1-^ X(x + ip cos t) dt

where the polynomial

fc=0

is called the associate of An(x,p; C ).  More generally, if F(x,p) is an axisym-

metric harmonic function in an axisymmetric region 0 C R3, then

(4.4) F(x, p) = - f" f(x + ip cos /) dt,
IT J 0

where the associate /(£) = F(Ç, 0) is a holomorphic function of Ç in the meridian

cross-section a> of Í2, obtained on intersecting ii with any plane through the x

axis.  This meridian section a is an axiconvex region in C, in the sense that

C eco implies that also [p£ + (l - p)Ç\ eo> for all p, 0< p< 1.  In fact, (4.4) is

the special case of equation (1.2) with g(Ç, r) = /(£).

Using (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), we may now rewrite (2.5) in the form

where a= x + ip cos /, a. = xk + ip. cos tk, k = 0, 1, • • •, 22.   Let us introduce

the closed 22 + 1 and 22 + 2 dimensional cubes

T=i/0, /,, •••, tn\, 0<tk<n,   * = 0, 1, •..,«,

T* -{í, tQ,tv •••»íBl» 0<i<2T,        0<it<2T,   * = 0, 1, ...,7J

and the notation

dT=dtn--' dtt dtQ, dT*= dtn"- dt% dtQ dt,

S = ío-fj, ffj, « « «, an\,      v(S) = AaQ, o-j, • • •, a^>,

Thus we may write
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(4.5) V(dn) = 7r-"-1 ¡Tv(S)dT

and similarly

F(xk, pk)Vk(x, p; dn) = n'«-2 ¡^ f (ak)v(S¿dT*.

Consequently, from (2.7) it follows that

(4.6) An(x,p;dn) = .
n /_ AS) dT

5.  Relation of A    to the Lagrange interpolation polynomial for f(o).  Let

/ (o"; S) be the Lagrange polynomial which interpolates to f(a) at the points o*, i

xk + *Pk cos tkJ * m ^» 1« * ' * » w<   As is weU known,

^     f(ak)ib(a)
>>;*)=!-

t=o ifj'(o¿)(o - ak)

where ^(ff) = (a- OqXo"- ffj) • • • (ct- ffn).

Equivalently,

»   /(a>(S.)
(5.1) />; fl - S     *     * .

2i=0      fvj)

whereupon (4.6) becomes

/* ln(a;S)v(S)dT*

(5.2) An(x, p; Cn) =
a /r v(S) dT

Thus we may regard An(x,p; Cn) as a certain average of the values of I (a; S)

taken over the cube  T*.

6.   Approximation of An(x, p ; C^) to E(x, p).   Let us derive an integral repre-

sentation for the difference

(6.1) An(x, p; Cn) = E(x, p) - An(x, p; Cj.

Rewriting (4.4) as E(x, p) = /T* f(a)v(S)dT*/77 fT v(S)dT, we infer from (5.2) that

LAfM-l(a,S)]v(S)dT*

(6.2) An(x,p;Cn)=   '
a /T 2,(S) aT

We now state the following:

Theorem I.   Let ii be an axisymmetric region and A and B axisymmetric

subregions whose closures A and B lie in ÎÎ.   Let a, a and ß be respectively
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the meridian sections of il, A and B.   Let F(x,p) be an axisymmetric harmonic

function in Q a22a* let Cn = j(xfc, pk)\ be a set of n + 1 circles in A with xQ <

Xj < . • • < xn.   Let

(6.3) X(C„) = fT \ASÍ\dT l\fT AS)ar|.

Assume further that A and B have the properties:

(1) there exists a constant M > 1 and an integer N > 0 such that X(C )<

M for all sets C   C A, n> N;

(2) I (a, S) approximates f(a) uniformly for all. a e ß and all T with 0 <

t, < 27, k = 0, 1, •. •, »2. 7<ie22 A (x, p; Cn) approximates uniformly to F(x, p) for

all (x, p) e B.

Proof.   From (6.2) we infer that

L*\f(a)-ln(a,S)\\AS)\dT*
(6.4) |A„(x, p; Cn)\ <

n\fTAS)dT\

By hypothesis (2), given an f > 0, we can find NQ > 0 so that \f(a) -

ln(a, S)\ < i/M for all 22 > N0, for all a e ß and all T with 0 < tk < n, * = 0,

1, • • •, n.   Using also hypothesis (1), we find

(L*\As)\dT*
IA (x, p; C)\ < —L--1-< e
1   -   'P'    »'     Mn\fTv(S)dT\

tot all (x, p) e B and all 22 > max(/V0, N), thereby completing the proof of The-

orem I.

7.  Sufficient conditions on subrogions A and B.  Let us first examine some

sufficient conditions on A tot the existence of a constant M > 1 such that

X(C )< M.   It is clear from (6.3) that in any case X(Cn) > 1.  If pQ = Pj = • • • =

P„ ' °, then

72        *-l

as)'n n (x.-x)=\as)\>o
*=1   ,=0 '

and X(C ) = 1.   Thus, if we are given any constant M > 1, we can make X(Cn)

< M by taking, if necessary, all the pk sufficiently small.

Alternatively, let us choose C    so that for some 8, 0 < 8 < 2r/2,

(7.1) Iarg AS)\ < 8.

Then
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|/r viS)dT\ > St \fT v(S)dr\ > fT Xv(S)dT

> fT \v(S)\ cos arg v(S)dT> ( fT \viS)\dr\ cos .3.

Hence, ¡X(C ) < sec 8 and we may choose M = sec 8.  Thus (7.1) is a possible

sufficient condition on A.

It suffices that for some constant b > 0, | V(Cn)| > b for circles dn in A.

For then

%(dn) <b~l fT \iAS)\aT < fr-V+l¿*»+l>/2

where d is the trans finite diameter of region <*.   Thus

M = max{l, b-1nr*1dn(n+l)/2\.

Let us next develop some sufficient conditions for regions A and B to have

the second property required in Theorem I.  These conditions are embodied in

the following, cf. [8, pp. 52-57].

Theorem II.   Let A and B be bounded axisymmetric.regions with A such

that there exists a constant M > 1 with %(d )< M for all choices of the a + 1— B    — '

circles d   ={(x,, p,)\C A and for all a.   Let

D(x', p') = Kx - x')2 + (p- p')2 < [a(x', p')]2\

be the smallest closed torus having as central circle (x',p')and containing B.

Let Q be an axisymmetric region which contains the bounded closed set T =

iU D(x' ,p'): (x' ,p')C A\.   Finally, let F(x, p) be a function which is axisym-

metric, harmonic in ñ and which is interpolated by the axisymmetric harmonic

polynomial An(x, p; dn) on the a + 1 circles dn.   Then An(x, p; Cß) converges

uniformly to F(x, p) in B, as a —» o*.

Proof.  Let us denote by a,ß,y,8(x',p'), and co the meridian sections of

the sets A, B,T, D(x' ,p') and ÍÍ respectively.  Then 5fci = ô(xfc* pk cos t) is

the smallest closed disk having its center at point (xfc, pk cos ()ei and con-

taining ß.  For all t,y ^U^a0 8k( and y Ceo.   Let us express E(x, p) by (4.4)

in terms of its associate f(o) which is holomorphic in a.  Formula (5.1) gives

the ath degree polynomial IJ.O; S) which interpolates to f(o) at the points o^,

k = 0, 1, • ••, a.

In order to obtain the usual integral representation for the difference \.f(o~) —

ln(v, S)], let us introduce (cf. [8, pp. 54—551) the function w = cf>(a) which is holo-

morphic in the complement y' of y and which maps the simply connected region

y' conformally onto the disk |i¿>| > 1 with <£(»•) =.«> and <£'(<»)> 0.   Let k( be

the level curve  \<p(o~)\ = 1 + f, where f > 0 and f is chosen so small that k( C

co.   Let d( be the minimum distance from Kf to y.   Obviously df > 0.
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By Hermite's formula (a corollary of the residue theorem) [2, p. 68]

,      _     f(s)iff (a)ds

(7.2) f(o)-l(a,S)-^l    TTZ^rjsT'      * **

where if¡n(a) = U^m0 (a- o¿), ak eä.   Let us define

r=sup(|<7-o-J;o- eß, ok ea),

/i = sup(|/(s)|; S €Kf).

Since 8kt C y, tot all a e S¿/ and all s e k(, \a- ak\ + d£< \s - oj.  Since

(|a - ak\ + d)/\a - a A = 1 + d\a - a A'1 > 1 + (d£/r),

(7.3) \,(a) - ln(a, S)\ < ̂  ^J*' J^ \ds\ - av«+K

where a > 0 and 0 < v < 1. If we now substitute from (7.3) into (6.4), we find

\An(x,p; Cn)\ < aMvn+ . Clearly, given any e > 0, we can choose N so large

that |An(x, p; Cn)\ < « for all circles Cn C A, n>N, and for any point on any

circle (x,p)C B.

Therefore, A^ix, p; Cn) converges to F(x, p) uniformly on B, as stated

in Theorem II.

Theorem U may be restated with A and £2 given and B to be specified, or

B and fl given and A to be specified.

An immediate consequence of Theorem 11 is the following simpler result.

Cf. [2, p. 81].

Corollary.   Let A and B be defined as in Theorem II ar2a' let A and Q tie

bounded axisymmetric regions with AC B, BC A, ACfl.   Assume that 0< b< c

where

b = max j[(x' - x)2 + (p' - p)2\V2: (x', p') C dA, (x, p) C dB],

c = min |[(x' - x)2 + (p' - p)2]1/2: (x', p') C SA, (x, p) C dA\.

Then, if F(x, p) and A (x,p; C ) be specified as in Theorem II, A (x,p; C )
' ■ 72 ' 72     _ L ' '        72 ■ 72

converges uniformly to F(x,p) in B as n —» m.

Proof.  The assumption b< c ensures that D(x', p')C A tot every circle

(x' ,p') C A and therefore that T C A.  Thus, if Q is chosen so that A C ii, then

also T C ii and Theorem II leads at once to the corollary.

Example.  Let A be the ellipsoid of revolution and B the ball defined by

the inequalities:

Ä = l(x2 + p2)1'2 + [(x - c)2 + p2]l/2 <h],       h>c>0,

B = \(x-c)2+p2<b2\.
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Then T is the ball x2 + p2 < (b + b)2 since {b + ttx.- c)2 + p2]1/2| is the radius

of the smallest circle having its center at any boundary point (x, p) of the ellip-

tic meridian section of A and containing the meridian section of B.  The minor

axis of ellipsoid A is 222 = (h2 - c2)     % which can be taken small if necessary

to satisfy the condition ÍX(C ) < M for some M > 1.   Finally, ii can be taken as

any ball x2 + p2 < k2 with k > (b + b).

8. Another interpolation problem.  Instead of (1.1), let us impose upon

A (x, ,p,; C ) the conditions that

(8.1) Al"(xfc, pfc; dn) = F(k)(xk, pk),      k = 0,1,2,..., a,

where supercript k signifies a £th partial derivative with respect to x.  In elim-

inating the Ak from (2.2) subject to (8.1), we may use the identity obtained by

differentiating (4.1) with respect to x:

Pj/Kx, p) = n- fno (x + ip cos /)""! dt = aPn_ A*, p);

so that by induction

(8.2) PfKx, p) = n(n-l)...(n-k + l)Pn_ ¿(x, p).

If E denotes the determinant (2.4), we have now for An(x» p; dn) the equation:

(8.3) *   Ü_...Í1e = 0.
^¡dx]        dx»n

The cofactor of A    in the determinant on the left side of (8.3) is

W(dn) = ±   4"- — V(C) = det
"     d*l  dxl        dxn       n

— Pk(x.,p)
Art *       I    r>dx>.

t

= det \\k(k - 1) ... (A -/+ l)Pk_.(x., p)\\ = 1!2! ... a!

Defining

Wk(x, p; C ) -•,-__   —__ ... - V Ax, p; C ),
* "     ox,   ■, 2 a k-l  ¿„k+l a„n    *     r     ncl dxi 5xf-     r3xf+ dx"

2 *-l * + l B

we obtain

71

(8.4)    A„(*. P! Cn) = E(x0, p0) + [1!2! ... a!]~>   Z Pl*H*k, Pk)Wk(x, p; Cj
k=l
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Similarly to (4.5), we may write

(8.5) WAx, p; Cn) - »— » J^ «2fc(i4) *Tfe

where

wn(Sn) = -,- • • • - v(Sn),

2 71

(8.6)
,. v   d       dk-x dk+l       dn   ,c ,     ...

k   h     *i dak~\ do**1. do"      k
ft— i       ft+i n

Thus we may rewrite (8.4) as

(8.7) An(x, p; Cn) = F(x0, p0) + [1!2! .;. «l*«*2]-1   f     ¿ /<*Ka>.(S.)«T*.
V jt=i

The quantities (8.6) also occur in the polynomial / (a; S) = 2? Q a.o* which

satisfies the conditions:

(8.8) llk)(ak;S) = f(k)(ak;S),      * = 0, 1, ...,«.

On eliminating the a., we find that

71

(8.9) '„i*. A = /(^o) + tl!2! • «• *Û~l £ /<*>K)m'*(s*)*

This permits us to rewrite (8.7) as

(8.10) A„(*. P! C„) = »r-"-2 J ^ />, S) dT*.

A representation for I (a; S) alternative to (8.9) is

n

(8.11) I (a, S) = f(a0) + Z /fc)(a.)a.(a)

where

-(8.12) qAa) = J!   av, # a,, £2 *, • • • jj*"1 av
2      '        "ak-l

The 4th degree polynomial qk(o~), is essentially the "Abel-Gontscharoff poly-

nomial", defined by the equations [2, pp. 46—47]

(8.13) qAo0) = q'Aol)=... = q(k-1Kok_l) = 0,       q[k)(o) = l.
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Consequently, for / = 0, 1, • • •, a

i^(or s) = z f^y^o)=w*f
K—J

as required by (8.8).

Let us define

(8.14) Qk(x, p) = n~"~1 fT   qk(x + ip cos t) aTfc.

From (8.10) and ( 8.12), we conclude that

B

(8.15) An(x, p; dn) = E(x0, p0) + Z Fik)(xk, pk)Qk(x, p).
*=1

Regarding the convergence of AB(x, p; dn) to E(x, p), we may state the fol-

lowing theorem:

Theorem III.   Let A and B be bounded axisymmetric regions and the circles

d   = {(x,, p. )\ C A.  "Lei r, 0 aaa" E(x, p) be defined as in Theorem II.   Let

An(x,p; d ) be the nth degree polynomial such that AJ^Gf^.p^; C"B) = F(fe)(xt, pfc),

k = 0, 1, • • •, a.   Then A (x, p; d ) converges to F(x, p) uniformly in B, as a

—. om.

Proof.  From (8.10) and (4.4), we observe that

(8.16) E(x, p) - Ab(x, p; C„) = a""~2 f # [/(a) - /n(a, S)]aT*.

By the residue theorem

,     r     f(s)(a - añ)(a - a.)2 • • • (a - a)n
(8.17) f(a) - Ma; S) =-i-, f     -°-!_--n-- ds

2272 Jk( {s _ a){s _ 0()){s _ ai)2 ... {s _ an)«    -

where k( has the same meaning as for (7.2).   Using the same notation as in (7.3),

we infer that

(8.18) |/(a) - I (a, S)\ < JL.   (-^-\" /    \ds\ = auN
n 2rtd( \r + d(l    JKe

where a>0, 0<v<l and N = n(n + l)/2. On using (8.18) in conjunction with

(8.16), we infer that |E(x, p) - Ab(x, p; C )| < ai^" and thus complete the proof

of Theorem III.   [A corollary similar to that for Theorem II is also valid.]

9.  Expansion about a single circle.  Let us finally seek the axisymmetric

harmonic polynomial An(x,p; xQ,p0) which in a single circle (x0,p0) has (a'+ 1)-

fold coincidence with an axisymmetric harmonic function F(x,p) in the sense

that
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(9.1) A^(x0, p0; x0, p0) = F^(x0, pQ),      j = 0, 1, . • •, n.

This corresponds to (8.1) with all n + 1 circles C    coalescing in a single circle

(xQ, pQ).  Consequently, from (8.4)

(9.2) An(x, p; x0, p0) = F(x0, Po) + [1!2! . ; í «l]"1 ¿ F<'>(x0, p0)l/.(x, p; x0, pQ)

where l/^U» p; *0» P*n) = \WAx, p; Cj: (x., p) = (xQ, pQ), j = 1, 2, • • •, 22J.

On developing this determinant in the form

72

Uf*> Pi *o» «V = £ c,».p^' p)»
2te0

one finds that c.fc = 0 f or /« > /'.   That is, i/.(x, p; xQ, pQ) is a polynomial of de-

gree /.  By differentiating the determinant v times with respect to x, we verify

immediately that

(9.3) (/-¡v)(x0,p0;x0,p0) = 0,      „ = 0,1,2, ...,/-1,

(9.4) iy5')(x0,p0;x0,p0)=   1121.,.«!.

Thus we verify at once that A Ax, p; xQ, pQ) as given by (9.2) does satisfy all the

conditions (9.1).

Furthermore, since each P¡(x, p) is an even function of p, we infer that

l/jv)(x0, p; x„, p„) is divisible by (p2 - p\) for v = 0, 1, ..., /.   Taken with (9.3)

and (9.4), this information means that we can write U Ax, p; xQ, pQ) in the form

Ufx, p; x0, p0)

[7/2]

(9.5) =[l!2!.,.*!.//!](x-x0V   +  £   dAx- x0V2 V - P0)*
v=l

A more direct approach to an expansion about the circle (xQ, pQ) is, using

(4.4) and assuming f(a) to be holomorphic in the closure of to, to write

(9.6) F(x0 + h, p0 + k) = - y f[(x0 + ipQ cos t) + (h+ ik cos /)] dt

with c   = A   + k   < aQ where aQ is the shortest distance of points aQ =« xQ +

tp0 cos f, 0 < t < 27, to the boundary dco of <a.  Setting r = h + ik cos  2, we have

(9.7) f(aQ + r) = /(aQ) + f'(aQ)r + ... + /<"V0W«1 + rB(a0, rV"*1

where rn(o-0, r) = (l/2irr) /   /(sXs - ù-0)"n-2(s - °"0 - r)~1ds and k£ is a circle

,ls_CTol = ¿0 with c<6o<ao-
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Let us define the product EjOcj, Pj) * H2(x2, p2) of two axisymmetric har-

monic functions, for which the associates are h^a^) and h2(o2) respectively, as

(9.8)   Hy(xv pj) *iV2(x2, p2) = - J n hAxl + ¿pj cos t)h2(x2 + ip2 cos t)dt.

This product is an axisymmetric harmonic function if Xj = x, and p. = p,, but

in general it is not a harmonic function.

Using (9.6), (9.7) and (9.8), we may now write

(9.9)    E(x0 + h, p0 + k) = En(x0 + h, p0 + k) + Rn(x, p; xQ, pQ) * P-+1(i, 4)

where

(9.10)      Fn(x0 + », p0 + k) = F(x0, p ) + Z (ji)-lF(i)(x0, p0) *P (A, k)
;'=0

and

.-?b(x0 + h, p0 + k; x0, p0) =f" fK  f(s)(s - x0 - ip0 cos i)""-2

• [s - (x0 + h) - i(pQ + k) cos t]~l ds dt.

Since P^KO, 0) = 0 or /! according as v < j or v m /, it follows that E<v)(x0 + 0, pQ + 0)

= F(l,)(x0, p0) and thus FB(x„ + b, pQ + k) = AB(x„ + h,pQ + k; xQ, pQ).

Let us next evaluate \R (xq + h, pQ + k; xQ, p0)|» setting p = {max \j(o)\:

o £ ¿Vu}.  Thus

IRb(*o + *• Po + *ï V Po*! Sp-*?""I(*o - c)"1-

Also

|Pb+1(ä,*)|<c^1|Pb+1(/3/c)|<c^1.

In view of these results and (9.9), we may now state the following:

Theorem IV.  Let Q be an axisymmetric region in whose closure F(x,p) is

an-axisymmetric harmonic function.   Let (x0,p0) be any circle in Q.   Then the

nth degree axisymmetric harmonic polynomial An(x, p; xQ, pQ) = E (xQ + b, p0 + k)

given by (9.2) or (9.10) has the property:

Ab)(*o' Po' V Po} - F°)(xo' Po*»     7 = 0,1, ---,«,

where the superscript (;'), denotes the jth derivative with respect to x.   Further-

more, An(x,p; xQ,pQ) converges uniformly to F(x,p) in any torus (x — xQ)   +

(p — pQ)  < c2 that is contained in Q, as a —♦ o«.
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The 22th degree polynomial Fn(xQ + h, pQ + k) in h and k is clearly the an-

alogue of the Taylor polynomial for a holomorphic function f(a), a e C.   It is how-

ever not harmonic in h and k in general, but it is axisymmetric harmonic in x =

x0 + b and p = p0 + k.

10.  Generalization to R .  We now propose to generalize the preceding re-

sults to N dimensions.   Let us consider functions F of N real variables rf,,rf2,

• • • » çN that depend only upon the two quantities x and p where

(10.1) » = £,,      p2-3 + ¿f + —+ ft.      N>3.

The corresponding Laplace's differential equation V F = 0 is then (cf. [5, P- 1671)

(10.2) (d/dx)(pN- 2dF/dx) + (d/dp)(pN-2dF/dp) = 0

and its solutions are the axisymmetric harmonic functions in R .   By a circle

(x,,p.) we mean the locus of points in R   that satisfy simultaneously the two

equations x = xk, p = pk (cf. [5, pp. 151-152]), and by an axisymmetric region

ii C RN we mean one such that,'if circle (xQ, pn)C 0, then also circle (xQ,p)C

ii for 0 < p < p0.  We propose the same problems in R    as were stated in §1

for R3.

It is well known that every axisymmetric harmonic polynomial in R may be

written as a linear combination of the polynomials Pfc(x» p) defined by the equa-

tion

(10.3) PAx, p) = rkP$x/r), p - (¿V - 2)/2,

2 7 "}
where r   = x   + p .

The function P^Ku) is the so-called Gegenbauer or ultraspherical harmonic

polynomial given by [7, pp. 81—85]

U/2]
(10.4) PW(«)-   £   (-!)%."*•2y

7=0

with coefficients expressed in terms of the gamma function as y. . =

2*"2T(* - j + (i)/r(/i)r(/ + DrU - 2/ + l).  Corresponding to equation (4.1), we

now have (cf. [7, p. 97])

(10.5) Pk(x, p) = pk j77 (x + ip cos t)k sinN- 3i a"r

where

(10.6) ph m 23-NF(p)-2[(k + N- J)!/*!].
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We note that P^KD = PfcU, 0) = (k + N - 3)!/UKN - 3)!].  When N = 3 and thus

p = Vi, P/1 (u) clearly reduces to the 'Legendre polynomial of degree k.  From

(2.2), (10.3) and (10.5) we derive the relation

(10.7) Ab(x, p; dn) = J* Ab(* + ip cos t) sin""3* A

where the polynomial A (£) = 2™a0 p¡Al£,k, £ eC, is called the associate of

An(x, p; C ).   This suggests the representation

(10.8) E(x, p) = fno f(x + ip cos t) sinN~ 3 r A

where ¡(Ç) is a holomorphic function of the complex variable Ç = £ + in in the

meridian section co of Í1; that is, on the set of the intersection points^jf ii with

a plane

¿;. = pk.,      j = 2, 3, • • •, N,      k\ + k2 + ... + k2N = 1.

Indeed, if the origin is contained in ÎÎ, the series E(x, p) = ^Tm0 c^PAx, p) is

valid uniformly within N dimensional ball x + p < r2, contained in 0. Thus the

series /(£) = 2^_Q p^c.Ç is valid uniformly within the disk |£| < rQ contained

in <u, since the p. given by (10.6) are uniformly bounded for all k. The exten-

sion of the representation (10.8) for E(x, p) in all of Q and for f(£) in all of co

is by harmonic and analytic continuations respectively.

Furthermore, from (10.8) it follows that

(10.9) ¡(O = F(£, 0)/JJ si*"-* tdt.

That is, we may regard  f(£) as the analytic continuation of the function given

by the right side of (10.9), from the real £ to complex Ç.

The determination of the Afe in (2.2) now proceeds as in §2, with the re-

sult given by equation (2.7).  In order to generalize equation (4.6), we add the fol-

lowing to the notation given in §4:

AKT) = Ô Pk sinN"\»   >*(Tk) = [M(T)]t mt,   M(T*) = M(T) sin""31.

Then since V(d ) = det \\P, (x, p)\\ = L v(S)M(T)dT, we find

AB(x, p; CB) =
SLo /T* tt°k)v(Sk)M(T*)dT*

fTv(S)M(T)dT

Finally, if we introduce the 'Lagrange interpolation polynomial / (o; S) given by
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equation (5.1), we obtain the expression

/T. ln(o;S)v(S)M(T*)dT*
A(x,p;C)=-

fT v(S)M(T)dT

The details regarding the convergence of A (x,p; C ) to F(x,p) catty over

to RN essentially as in §6.  In fact, if we now define, instead of (6.3),

%(Cn)= St \^'\^T)drñfT v(S)M(T)dTÍ

the theorems given in §6 and §7 remain valid for axisymmetric harmonic functions

in R . Similarly, we may modify the material in §8 and §9 so that it also remains

vaUd for RN.
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